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Hosted by 
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy 
The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) is 
the central administrative body of the Republic of Korea 
that oversees and coordinates commerce, trade, industry, 
trade negotiations, foreign investment, medium-sized 
enterprises, industrial technology R&D policies, energy 
and underground resources.

Organised by 
Korea Institute of Design Promotion 
Established in 1970, the Korea Institute of Design Promotion 
(KIDP) is the only design body in Korea to plan and 
implement national design policies and strategies. 
Affiliated with the Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Energy, 
KIDP aims to raise quality of life for people by design and 
lead innovation of the Korean design industry. 

KIDP introduces DESIGN KOREA Hall for the first time 
at the 2022 Maison&Objet Paris to support and promote 
Korea’s overseas expansion of excellent design companies 
and products. At the DESIGN KOREA Hall, you can see 
a variety of products from 33 companies.
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2nd PALETTE
2nd PALETTE is a sock brand curated in 
a collaborative effort by a fashion and jewelry design 
duo based in South Korea. Since its inception in 2015, 
the brand has been active in the international market 
and attracted a diverse range of international buyers. 
Juxtaposing its creative vision with a new form of 
design, the duo explores a new artisanal approach for 
their sock collection. The color palette and designs will 
enhance your style and empower your fashion statement 
while highlighting its premium quality.

HELLO·SEOUL: The 2nd PALETTE’s ‘Hangeul Edition’ 
features 19 touched sounds (consonants) and 21 untouched 
sounds (vowels) that are harmoniously infused with the brand’s 
signature: graphical elements. The edition curates the touched 
& untouched pronunciation of various cities and greetings by 
visualizing them through a systemic design.

- Established in   2015
- CEO/Designer   JEON Wonjun / JEON Wonjun, JEON Jihye
- Address
 3F, 15, World Cup-ro 19-gil, Mapo-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04012)
- E-mail   one@2ndpalette.com
- Website   www.2ndpalette.com
- Instagram   @2nd_palette
- Tel   +82 2 542 0702

Set No.1 / city_dot + hello_dot

- Materials   Cotton 62%, Nylon 25%, Polyester 11%, Elastane 2%
- Dimensions   M: 220~250mm / L: 250~280mm / Box: 180!200!15mm
- Caution   Hand wash with care. / Cold rinse. / No bleach. / Do not tumble dry.

This style is fabricated by a silket-finish technique, in which the socks are fabricated with 
cotton, sharing a sleek style reminiscent of silk socks and the ultimate smoothness that 
elevates the comfort of the product.
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- Materials   Cotton 62%, Nylon 25%, Polyester 11%, Elastane 2%
- Dimensions   M: 220~250mm / L: 250~280mm / Box: 180!200!15mm
- Caution   Hand wash with care. / Cold rinse. / No bleach. / Do not tumble dry.

- Materials   Nylon 57%, Cotton 43%
- Dimensions   M: 230~250mm / L: 250~280mm / Box: 180!200!15mm
- Caution   Hand wash with care. / Cold rinse. / No bleach. / Do not tumble dry.

Set No.2 / amber_dot + jade_dot Set No.3 / city + hello

This style is fabricated by a silket-finish technique, in which the socks are fabricated with 
cotton, sharing a sleek style reminiscent of silk socks and the ultimate smoothness that 
elevates the comfort of the product.

This product embodies Orgabits’ organic cotton from India and is dyed in Japan. It is 
also infused with Nylon Filament Yarns from Japan, which offers a long-lasting lifespan 
with resiliency while adding comfort and a light feel when wearing the product. The sole 
is fabricated by organic cotton to absorb any sweat and make your gait feel lighter and 
fresher.
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A snail who makes books
Akin to a publishing house that creates books from 
children’s curiosity we aim to create content that finds 
intrinsic value through human curiosity. We create 
unique and creative books made of paper with physical 
properties and hand crafted methods.

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer   KIM Hyun Shin
- Address
 18-12, Guseong 2-ro 5beon-gil, Giheung-gu, 
 Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (16914)
- E-mail   nansinni@naver.com
- Website   dalpaengi.modoo.at
- Instagram   @maker.dalpaengi
- Tel   +82 507 1326 6498 / +82 10 4772 6498

Fun Secrets of Hangeul
Volume 1. Consonants that Look Like Sounds

- Materials   Paper
- Dimensions   Korean Ver.: 295!220!30mm / English Ver.: 200!152!30mm
- Option   Korean Ver. (Hangeul’s ‘geu’, ‘keu’ and ‘ggeu’)
- Caution   There is a risk of tearing the paper material, 
 and children under the age of 6 require parental guidance.

King Sejong the Great, who dreamed of a world where anyone could realize their will, 
believed that letters would be the beginning of everything. Hangeul was created based 
on this belief, and our company has created a moving book that highlights the principles 
of Hangeul creation in a way anyone can easily understand. Discover the spirit of King 
Sejong by moving and shifting the elements and creating Hangeul with your own hands. 
Let’s Make Hangeul Letters – Volume 1. Consonants that Look Like Sounds reveals the 
secret behind the 19 consonant sounds of Korean.
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- Materials   Paper, PET
- Dimensions   Korean Ver.: 295!220!26mm / English Ver.: 200!152!26mm
- Option   Korean Ver. (Hangeul’s ‘geu’, ‘keu’ and ‘ggeu’)
- Caution   There is a risk of tearing the paper material, 
 and children under the age of 6 require parental guidance.

- Materials   Paper
- Dimensions   Korean Ver.: 225!290!27mm
- Option   Korean Ver.
- Caution   There is a risk of tearing the paper material, 
 and children under the age of 6 require parental guidance.

Fun Secrets of Hangeul
Volume 2. Vowels that Look Like Space

Fun Secrets of Hangeul
Concluding volume. The World Embraced by Hangeul

Let’s Make Hangeul Letters – Volume 2. Vowels that Look Like Space expresses the 
principle of positive and negative shapes in Hangeul vowels, and allows one to enjoy 
understanding the characteristics of and learning the highly developed vowels of the 
Korean language.

The World Embraced by Hangeul is the last volume of Hangeul’s ‘geu’, ‘keu’ and ‘ggeu’. 
It talks about how a single character is created when each letter, based on shapes in space 
and sounds, comes together in line with the laws of nature. The book is structured so 
that an individual can turn each page to naturally understand how the initial, middle, 
and final phonemes form a single syllable. In addition, readers can make countless 
Korean characters by rotating the letter board.
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ARDW (Areumdawo company)
ARDW is the abbreviation of Areumdawo, the word for 
‘beautiful’ in Korean. Under our slogan, “Let’s make the 
world a beautiful place with color”, we aim to provide 
sustainable fashion and lifestyle products of different 
colors that can be used to express one’s identity.

- Established in   2019
- CEO/Designer   LEE Seung-yeon / CHO Ja-in
- Address
 401, 4F, 6, Nonhyeon-ro 24-gil, Gangnam-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (06302)
- E-mail   beautifulcompany@naver.com
- Website   www.ardw.co.kr
- Instagram   @ardw_official
- Tel   +82 2 6397 8219 / +82 10 9409 8905

Oh, Color! Tote Bag

- Materials   Cotton 100%
- Dimensions   602!242!330mm
- Option   Gray, Blue, Orange, Purple
- Caution   Color transfer may occur during machine washing, 
 be sure to wash separately.

A color eco-bag in line with ARDW's brand identity - sustainable fashion & lifestyle. 
This sustainable fashion item can be used daily, with signature typography that embodies 
the relevant ‘color name’ that anyone can relate to regardless of language or culture. 
The tote bag utilizes a sustainable package design made of biodegradable and eco-
friendly material.
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- Materials   Cotton 100%
- Dimensions   340!170!165mm
- Option   Yellow, Purple
- Caution   Be sure to follow the handling precautions for caps 
 as machine washing may cause product deformation.

- Materials   Cotton 100%
- Dimensions   180!140!40mm
- Option   Orange, Purple, Blue, Green
- Caution   Only Drycleaning

Oh, Color! Baseball Cap Tri-angle Belt Bag (cross bag & golf waist-bag)

A colorful baseball cap in line with ARDW’s brand identity - sustainable fashion & 
lifestyle. This item can be used daily, with signature typography embodying a relevant 
‘color name’ that anyone can relate to regardless of language or culture. The classic 
baseball cap size and fit is designed to be suitable for anyone regardless of head size.

Although small in size, our multi-purpose Belt Bag can be used for various purposes. 
We used coated canvas with iconic colors, a material that enhances portability and 
durability and is light and comfortable, to create a bag perfect for various occasions 
from casual fashion and travel, to exercise and to golf. Inside the bag, you can store 
small items necessary for daily use, travel, and even exercise such as cushion compacts, 
card wallets, lipsticks, and passports. You can also use the bag as a golfing fanny pack, 
storing golf balls and rangefinders. The inner pocket inside the bag can be used to store 
golf pins, and a ball marker can be attached to the magnetic closure that is hidden in 
the bag opening.
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BE FORMATIVE
BE FORMATIVE is a design studio based in Seoul 
established in 2020. We deal with formative and 
material property and pay attention to object form, 
function, material, and production methods to keep 
pace with the times. We put forward a unique new 
perspective between the past and the present and oversee 
product design by grafting this onto a contemporary 
lifestyle. 

- Established in   2020
- CEO/Designer   LEE Kiyong / LEE Kiyong, KIM Yejin
- Address
 201, 3-4, Wonhyo-ro 89-gil, Yongsan-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04316) 
- E-mail   info@be-formative.com / yj@be-formative.com
- Website   www.be-formative.com
- Instagram   @be_formative
- Tel   +82 10 4536 3074 / +82 10 3955 5546

Hangeul Balancer (chieut, ڵ)

- Materials   Ash Wood, Natural Oil
- Dimensions   90!80!110mm
- Option   Natural Black

Hangeul Balancer is a roly-poly item designed with the geometric elements of Hangeul 
(circles, vertical lines, horizontal lines, and diagonal lines) as a motif. It is characterized 
by the three-dimensional composition of the consonants ڵ(ch, ‘chieut’), ڸ(p, ‘pieup’), ڹ(h, ‘hieut’) that have a sense of balance and symmetrical structure. The product was 
designed so that people can enjoy the outstanding sculpture-like beauty of Hangeul in 
their daily lives.
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- Materials   Ash Wood, Natural Oil
- Dimensions   90!80!110mm
- Option   Natural Black
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Hangeul Balancer (pieup, ڸ) Hangeul Balancer (hieut, ڹ)
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D&P.Co.,Ltd.
D&P. Co., Ltd. is a company that develops and 
provides services related to AR/VR products and 
content. We apply augmented reality to products to 
provide users with new experiences. We produce and 
sell learning products for children and convergence 
content that combines augmented reality with various 
props for home decoration. In addition, our jewelry 
brand “Bellar” designs, manufactures and sells jewelry 
for Korean influencers and women who keep pace 
with the latest trends.

- Established in   2013
- CEO/Designer   LEE Yunzoo / LEE Yunzoo, JUN Yunyong
- Address
 711 Room, 11-41, Simin-daero 327 beon-gil, Dongan-gu, 
 Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (14055) 
- E-mail   wind2015@naver.com
- Website   www.dnpbooks.com
- Instagram   @everyone_xr / @bellar_jewels 
- Tel   +82 10 5023 1431



XR Korean Words Card 

- Materials   Paper
- Dimensions   85!120mm
- Option   Consonants, Vowels, Compound Consonants, Compound Vowels, 
 Means of Transportation, Korean Food, Seoul 20, Animals
- Caution   Keep the product away from fire.
 Be careful not to put the paper in mouth.

 Children under 3 years old must be supervised by a guardian.

XR Korean Card is suitable for toddlers and children or foreigners who are learning 
Korean for the first time. The educational content toy/book product is not simply 
a Hangeul card but an augmented reality (AR) and extended reality (XR) app. 
By creating a virtual space through AR/XR technology with words and images on 
Hangeul cards and allowing users to experience the virtual space through a mobile 
phone, we provide a better sense of immersion and realness so that children can learn 
more in a fun manner that helps them remember content longer, rather than having 
the experience end as play. Discover a new learning alternative by using ICT and AR/
XR in online learning.
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- Materials   Paper
- Dimensions   435!290mm
- Caution   Keep the product away from fire.
 Be careful not to put the paper in mouth.

 Children under 3 years old must be supervised by a guardian.

BB Four Seasons Puzzle_Animal

BB Four Seasons Puzzle is an educational content learning toy/book that combines 
four themed puzzles in an augmented reality (AR) and extended reality (XR) app. 
The experience does not merely conclude with a jigsaw puzzle. But by creating a virtual 
space through AR/XR technology and developing a virtual experience on mobile phones, 
we provide a better sense of immersion and realness so that children can learn more in 
a fun way that helps them remember content longer, rather than having the experience end 
as play. Discover a new learning alternative by using ICT and AR/XR in online learning.



- Materials   Paper
- Dimensions   435!290mm
- Caution   Keep the product away from fire.
 Be careful not to put the paper in mouth.

 Children under 3 years old must be supervised by a guardian.

BB Four Seasons Puzzle_The solar system
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Dalgong 
We develop educational products and digital content & 
apps for children, such as Sangsang Talk Talk art picture 
book and children’s educational content. We are an 
educational content and design company that aims to 
expand into the global market by developing apps and 
designing products for the globalization of Hangeul.

- Established in   2019
- CEO/Designer   KIM Youngeun / YOON Yeunhee
- Address
 #403, Mapo Business Center, 18 Maebongsan-ro, 
 Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (03911) 
- E-mail   cs@dalgong.net
- Website   www.dalgong.net 
- Instagram   @funhangeul_official 
- Tel   +82 2 6425 5473 / +82 10 7149 5532
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Fun Hangeul Trip

- Materials   Board: PP Material (Environment-Friendly) / Card: 300bw (Paper) / 
 Magnetic Letters: Magnetic, PP Material / Package: Kraft Paper, Iron Lid / 
 Dice, Pieces: Wood or Acrylic
- Dimensions   Card: 70!70mm / Board: 300!400mm
- Option   Panton P55-6C(RED)
- Caution   Please be careful not to put or swallow any pieces or dice. 

Fun Hangeul Trip is a board game that allows you to learn Hangeul. It comes with 14 
consonant cards that resemble ghosts and 10 vowel cards that resemble humans, plus 
18 Korean treasure letters. Based on the principle of creating Hangeul by adding strokes 
to the basic characters, the colors of the cards are composed differently. The game is 
designed like a puzzle with consonant and vowel cards that can be combined and hence 
read. Each card has sounds written on them. Discover a board game that you can play 
while acquiring Korean letters as a treasure while carrying out missions with cards 
designed with landmarks representing Korean beauty and traditional culture.
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FOURFEET
FOURFEET, a baby product brand, designs products 
under the theme of ‘Towards a better life for my 
precious baby.’ FOURFEET is a baby product brand 
that continually strives towards a better life for parents 
and their precious children. 
We empathize with the concerns and difficulties of 
raising a child and continue to ask questions and find 
answers.

- Established in   2020
- CEO/Designer   PAK Kitae
- Address
 2F, 172, Inha-ro, Michuhol-gu, 
 Incheon, Republic of Korea (22210) 
- E-mail   4fourfeet@naver.com
- Website   fourfeet.kr
- Instagram   @4fourfeet
- Tel   +82 507 1323 8568 / +82 10 4736 8568
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Bunny Shower Head Clip

- Materials   Silicone
- Dimensions   60!50!97mm
- Option   Brink Pink, Malibu Blue, Mindaro Green, Blanc Gray, Midnight Gray
- Caution   Sharp objects may damage the product.

The Bunny Shower Head Clip is a product based on the idea of making it easier 
to bathe infants and pets or hand-wash clothes by holding the showerhead in place 
on a baby bathtub or washbowl. We make life more convenient by ensuring the 
showerhead does not tilt in the wrong direction spraying water everywhere due to 
water pressure, thereby freeing your hands from holding the showerhead while filling 
the baby bathtub or washbowl with water.
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GOOBER
GOOBER is a brand that seeks enjoyment from 
‘drawings’ and ‘everyday life’. We aim to discover 
different perspectives in our daily lives, and we manifest 
this through play and art. We create drawing tools such 
as crayons, and we aim to share related stories.

- Established in   2017
- CEO/Designer   HWANG Sehee
- Address

 135, Misagangbyeonhangang-ro, Hanam-si, 
 Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (12902)
- E-mail   coloring@goober.kr
- Website   www.goober.kr
- Instagram   @goober.kr 
- Tel   +82 31 8028 1395 / +82 10 3284 0496

Goober Crayon_Farm

- Materials   Wax crayon
- Dimensions   175!175!33mm, 382g
- Option   Red, Orange, Yellow, Grey, Yellow Green, Leaf Green, 
 Bluish Green, Purple, Ultra Marine, Dark Brown
- Caution   Not to be used for other purposes. 

 Store away from direct sunlight and high temperature.

Goober Crayon_Farm is a set of crayons in the shape of different farm plants. 
Each crayon comes in different shape, helping children to develop their small muscle 
groups. The unique shape of the crayons also attracts children to draw and play with 
them. Inviting everyone who uses the crayons to create stories, Goober Crayon_Farm 
can be used by both children and adults. Goober Crayon is produced in Korea with safe, 
certified materials and is mess-free.
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- Materials   Wax crayon
- Dimensions   180!75!30mm, 230g
- Option   Light Violet, Pink, Navy, Orange, Violet, Apricot, 
 Bluish Green, Light Blue, Navy
- Caution   Not to be used for other purposes. 
 Store away from direct sunlight and high temperature.

- Materials   Wax crayon
- Dimensions   175!175!30mm, 289g
- Option   Red, Pink, Yellow, Yellow Green, Bluish Green, Light Blue Purple, 
 Light Blue, Blue, Navy, Purple, Violet, Apricot, Grey, Brown, Black
- Caution   Not to be used for other purposes. 
 Store away from direct sunlight and high temperature.

Goober Crayon_Jumbo Block Goober Crayon_Block_World

The Jumbo Block Crayon is a fully functioning large sized toy block crayon that can be 
put together in a manner similar to toy blocks. With its big, adorable shape and lovely 
color, it naturally invites your children to grab and play with it. Our Jumbo Block 
Crayon can be used by children over 12 months in age (from 0 years and up according 
to national standards.) 

Goober Crayon_Block_World combines the functions of crayons and toy blocks, 
making it easy to carry crayons without the associated hassle. With three types of 
blocks, different combinations of crayons can be made with a variety of coloring effects. 
The blocks can be assembled like puzzles, reducing empty space in the packaging and 
increasing portability. (Goober Crayon is produced in Korea with safe, certified materials 
and is mess-free.)
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JERRYBAG
Way to go! JERRYBAG donates safe and comfortable 
jerrycan bags to African children to help improve their lives. 

- Established in   2014
- CEO/Designer   PARK Joongyeol
- Address
 #504, 5F, 283, Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (03098)
- E-mail   info@jerrybag.com
- Website   www.jerrybag.com
- Facebook   gojerrybag / GlobalJerrybag
- Instagram   @jerrybag.official 
- Tel   +82 70 4137 2600 / +82 10 8722 1924



- Materials   Ecozen, PCR (Post-Consumer Recycled)
- Dimensions   105!70!168mm, 27oz(800mL), 150g / Package: 108!75!170mm
- Option   Honey Yellow, Forest Khaki, Aqua
- Caution   Use at temperatures below 100˚C

Jerrycan Water Bottle 800mL

Jerrycan is an eco-friendly water bottle made of Ecozen and upcycled plastic. You can 
customize the product with antibacterial stickers and 10% of sales go towards supporting 
children in Uganda.
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Jerrycan Safe Backpack

- Materials   Polyester Tarpaulin, Reflector 
- Dimensions   310!140!390mm, 400g
- Option   Blue (Slow Down Bag), Black (Yield Bag), White (Stop Bag)
- Caution   DIY custom tape sold separately

This water bottle bag for children in Africa uses light-reflecting materials to prevent 
traffic accidents. The product is an upgraded backpack made in Korea and Uganda to 
help support children in Uganda.



- Materials   Polyester Tarpaulin, Reflector 
- Dimensions   260!190!60mm, 300g
- Option   Black, Blue, White
- Caution   DIY custom tape sold separately

Quilted Tarpaulin Messenger

The messenger bag is made from waterproof tent material tarpaulin with a quilt design, 
and is customizable by using masking tape. Matching donations of water bottle bags are 
given to Ugandan children. 
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Jinccecil
Jinccecil is a company that designs, manufactures and 
distributes accessories with differentiated modern 
designs and functionality based on reinterpreting 
traditional female hair ornaments, such as ‘Binyeo’ 
and ‘Meori Ggoji’ (traditional Korean hairpins and hair 
ornaments).

- Established in   2013
- CEO/Designer   RYU Jin
- Address
 265, Hwarang-ro, Seongbuk-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (02776) 
- E-mail   rjin21c@gmail.com
- Website   www.ccecil.com
- Tel   +82 507 1304 3879 / +82 10 4627 3879



- Materials   Brass, ABS
- Dimensions   Length 200mm
- Option   Silver

Hangeul Eungabi Binyeo 

‘Eungabi’ is a Korean word meaning ‘to shine softly’. This binyeo (hairpin) with a 
design that combines modern style and technology with the traditional image of Korea. 
The 5-piece product can be engraved with a combination of Hangeul consonants and 
vowels to express a customer’s initials or words with a story, creating the perfect, one-
of-a-kind gift. Laser engraving is possible on the five pieces. And the heart charm is 
detachable (laser engraving and engraving options available).
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- Materials   Polyester
- Dimensions   Length 860mm
- Option   Various Patterns
- Caution   Hand wash

- Materials   Iron, Fabric
- Dimensions   Decoration: 27!400mm / Ribbon: 24!450~500mm
- Option   Gold, Silver

Petite Jewelry Scarf Hangeul Eungabi Hairband 

Discover scarves of various colors and patterns. The petite size gives the product high 
versatility as it can be used in all four seasons. The end of the scarf can be decorated 
with pearls and cubic balls by using the charms from the Binyeo hairpin. You can use 
the ribbon to decorate a bag handle with a bowtie or a wrap. The end of the scarf 
has a laser-cut finish. In the summer, the item can be worn around the neck to keep you 
warm amidst strong indoor air conditioning or to cover neck wrinkles.

Hair jewelry that is not a modern interpretation of tradition, but rather an item that 
blends tradition into modern trends. Make your own accessories based on your tastes. 
Accessory parts composed of various and unique elements can be attached and detached 
between the connecting ovals. Initials, meaningful word combinations can be expressed 
by adding elements of Hangeul (consonants and vowels). Accessory components of 
various designs and materials can be used. Hair can be fixed, tied up, or put in an up-do 
with a ribbon embroidered with the consonants and vowels of Hangeul.
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JOHANSON bebis
JOHANSON bebis pursues ‘safe childcare’ and intends 
to provide differentiated products and service experiences 
through unique designs and convenient functions while 
addressing concerns regarding material safety.

- Established in   2016
- CEO/Designer   BAE Yongsun
- Address
 160, Hyanggyo-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, 
 Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (16263)
- E-mail   info@johansonbebis.com
- Website   www.johansonbebis.com
- Instagram   @johanson_bebis
- Tel   +82 70 7655 0105 / +82 10 5374 0105

- Materials   EVA, Borosilicate Glass, PP
- Dimensions   76!76!158mm, 165g
- Option   White & Coral Pink, Vanilla & Nude Beige

- Materials   Borosilicate Glass, PP
- Dimensions   76!76!196mm, 200g
- Option   Coral Pink, Vanilla
- Caution   Do not dishwash, be careful of impact to the glass bottle 
 opening and the screw cap structure

Safe glass baby bottle Cover & Spare bottle

Safe glass baby bottle cover & Spare bottle 
Our glass baby bottles are designed to be lightweight and safe, as the material is free 
from environmental hormones and microplastics. 
1. Lightweight products, to safeguard a new mother’s weakened wrist 
2. Transparent glass and markings that are easy to see at night 
3. Safety insulation cover that protects against breakage even when thrown. 
 (Protected against falling from heights of up to 2 meters when covered.) 
Due to the nature of glass baby bottles, they must be washed and managed carefully 
to avoid bumping and impact. Hot water sterilization, UV sterilization, and steam 
sterilization are all possible and the product is easy to clean because it has a straight shape.
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- Materials   Silicone, PP
- Dimensions   45!45!110mm, 53g
- Option   Mint & Coral Pink

bebis Spoon & Fork Mini

The bebis Spoon & Fork Mini has a round handle grip tailored to the growth of the child, 
so there is no need for the baby to bend his or her wrist. Motor control is easy and the 
utensils are spill-resistant, so they can be used from the beginning of the baby food stage.

- Materials   Silicone
- Dimensions   75!150!13mm, 49g
- Option   Mint & Coral Pink

bebis Teether

Non-binding Bebis Teether. Easy to hold and made from silicon material makes it easy to 
clean and sterilize. The Teether is shaped like a baby bottle – it is easy for babies to suck 
on the nipple area and there are diverse textures on all four sides, adding a bit of fun.
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KIMUSTUDIO
KIMUSTUDIO breaks down social prejudices with 
content created by Special Designers. Together, we 
create unique content to break down barriers and 
build a sustainable, Earth-friendly ecosystem with 
global clients such as Samsung, Ferrero Rocher, 
Lotte, and Amorepacific. We specialize in art 
collaboration, NFT art signature collection, and art 
goods businesses in major cities, including Paris, 
New York, London, and Seoul. 

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer   NAM Jangwon / KIMUSTUDIO
- Address
 5, Ttukseom-ro 1na-gil, Seongdong-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04779) 
- E-mail   md@kimustudio.com
- Website   www.kimustudio.com
- Facebook   kimu_global
- Instagram   @kimustudio
- Tel   +82 70 4159 6789

- Materials   Front: Tempered Acrylic / Back: Tempered Aluminium
- Dimensions   600!600mm, 900!1,100mm, 1,100!900mm
- Option   Brooklyn Hotel, I am because we are, My Pizza Bike, Rainbow Pumpkin etc.

Art Signature Global

Art Signature Global is an NFT collection of limited art editions created by Special 
Designers. NFT holders are offered benefits from collecting physical artworks, and 
attending holder-exclusive special exhibitions and private events. A portion of the profit 
is utilized to further advance the social impacts initiated at KIMU. 
Watch your space bloom with an addition of social value!
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- Materials   Recycled Polyester with PET Bottle
- Dimensions   500!700mm, 400!600mm
- Option   Cactus Field, Slow Autobahn, Sunset in the Jungle, 
 Today’s Weather, Coke, Ketchup

Recycling Fabric Poster

• Six unique artworks created with our own reinterpretation of social issues 
• Recycled fabric posters made from two 500ml discarded plastic bottles 
• Made of sustainable materials that reduce landfill waste and carbon footprint 
• All product types sold out at the 2021 Seoul Design Festival (SDF) 

A3 Poster

- Materials   High-quality Paper (Matte Coating Surface)
- Dimensions   297!420mm
- Option   Mystery Cow, Twinkle Poison, Hello To Gather, 
 Bustler Cat Green & White, Bestie Dog Red & White

A3-size art poster featuring 17 UN SDGs in the form of global social issues 
• Mystery Cow: Goal 13. Climate Action / 17 SDGs announced by the UN 
• Twinkle Poison: Goal 14. Life Below Water / 17 SDGs announced by the UN 
• Hello To Gather: Goal 17. Partnership for Goals / 17 SDGs announced by the UN 
• Butler Cat/Bestie Dog: Products to support abandoned cats and dogs
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Marine Innovation Inc
We are an eco-friendly company that uses seaweed 
extract to make food products (Yanggaeng - a Korean 
sweet red bean jelly, and seaweed salads) and by-
products to develop eco-friendly goods that are 
substitutes for wood and disposable products.

- Established in   2019
- CEO/Designer   CHA Wanyoung / KIM Seongki
- Address
 2F, 135, KyeongGongUp 2-Dong, 
 Ulsan Free Trade Area, CheoYongSanUp-3Gil, 
 CheongRyang-Up, Ulju-Gun, Ulsan, Republic of Korea (44988) 
- E-mail   sr.hong@marineinv.com
- Website   www.marineinv.com
- Instagram   @marineshop_official 
- Tel   +82 52 247 0582 / +82 70 4159 7178 / +82 10 4322 5039



- Materials   Pulp, Seaweed Material
- Dimensions   261!250mm / 251!150mm
- Option   Scollop / Shell
- Caution   Non-Microwaveable. / Refrain from using with oily foods.

Biodegradable Seaweed-based Plate 

Marine Innovation Inc’s Seaweed-based cups are biodegradable within 90 days and 
return to nature. No unnecessary coating finishes are used. PLA eco-friendly coating, 
which is commonly used in products, may aggravate starvation problems due to the 
use of corn (food resources) in the manufacturing process. While disposable cups on 
the market are treated with PE coating that releases environmental hormones, Marine 
Innovation Inc’s paper cups are harmless to the human body because they do not use 
chemicals thanks to our eco-friendly manufacturing process. The use of high-quality 
natural seaweed by-products helps prevent deforestation by reducing the reckless use of 
wood. Our product can be used universally due to excellent price competitiveness, zero 
chemical additives, and natural biodegradability.
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- Materials   Pulp, Seaweed Material
- Dimensions   Ø80(50)!55mm, 5.5OZ

Biodegradable Seaweed-based Cup 

1. Ensures cost competitiveness with systematic designs and by using 100% eco-friendly 
materials (including coating). 

2. Conventional paper cups are joined by applying heat to PE coating through high-
frequency and thermal bonding methods, but seaweed paper cups are molded 
products so there is no need to bond adjoining parts. 

3. The PE coating inside paper cups hinders the recycling process as it becomes difficult 
for the paper to disintegrate, but we address this issue with eco-friendly coating using 
chitosan (SCI thesis and international patent pending for seaweed + chitosan coating) 

4. Registration of patent and design rights in KIPRIS (Korea Intellectual Property Rights 
Information Service), making it easy to create a visual impact through products.



- Materials   Pulp, Seaweed Material
- Dimensions   245!105!65mm
- Option   10 Holes

Biodegradable Seaweed-based Egg Carton 

Provides up to 89% better protection for fragile products, and with excellent scores in 
antibacterial and shock absorption tests. Conventional paper-based egg cartons have 
low strength due to the large bonding intervals between the materials constituting the 
product. However, seaweed-based materials have smaller bonding intervals, offering 
more protection against breakage for eggs. We have improved the quality of our products 
through patented Korean technology. Using 100% natural plant fiber, our products are 
biodegradable within 90 days of being buried naturally. They feature a natural color 
unique to seaweed and luxurious patterns such as marble.
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MOBILE-ISLAND
We would like to suggest a product that can serve as 
an inspiration in our daily lives, painting a space for 
someone to be themselves while working. By adding 
witty details to a minimalist design, we aim to create 
a portable product that can be used anytime, anywhere, 
as well as propose a new way of working while “being 
yourself ”.

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer   KO Soyoung
- Address
 402, 4F, 36, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04020) 
- E-mail   daegwan.kim@moacompany.kr
- Website   www.moacompany.kr
- Instagram   @mobileisland_moa 
- Tel   +82 507 1306 4650 / +82 10 2630 4650
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- Materials   ABS Plastic
- Dimensions   75!75!170mm
- Option   White, Poetic Pink, Vintage Green, French Blue

Lighthouse Lamp

The world’s smallest lighthouse, the Mobile Island Lighthouse Lamp is a reliable wireless 
light that provides illumination anywhere, despite its petite dimensions that enable it 
to fit in one hand. It can be used for various purposes such as a camping lamp, mood 
lighting, and nursing lamp, and is packed with small but practical functionality. 
Wired and wireless charging is available, and when fully charged, it can be used for up 
to 7 days on a single charge. By pressing a single button, it is possible to set the timer for 
30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 120 minutes, and there are three levels of brightness as well 
as color temperature adjustment for cool tones or warm tones.



- Materials   ABS Plastic
- Dimensions   65!50!10mm
- Option   White, Black, Translucent

5IN1 USB Hub

MOA’s 5IN1 USB Hub is a product that contains only necessary functionality for easy 
portability and storage. It supports HDMI, USB 3.0, USB 2.0, SD, and Micro SD ports. 
To ensure the portability of the hub and protect the environment, the packaging consists 
of a tin case for easy use and storage. In addition, the silicone pad detail on the bottom of 
the product and the translucent retro texture adds a sense of fun to the product.
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MONDOMIO
We are a company dedicated to researching on 
sustainable industrial design with the environment 
in mind, based on Korean traditional technology. 
Pet furniture MONDOMIOPET and RECUPKIT 
have grown into sustainable brands under the slogan 
“Adding design and technology to safe materials”.

- Established in   2005
- CEO/Designer   JIN Kyung-heui / JIN Kyung-heui, YIM Eun-jin
- Address
 2F, 11, Chilseong-ro 17-gil, Buk-gu, 
 Daegu, Republic of Korea (41579) 
- E-mail   design@mondomio.net
- Website   www.mondomio.net
- Instagram   @mondomio_design 
- Tel   +82 53 856 1763 / +82 10 2809 5973

- Materials   Platinum Silicone
- Dimensions   160!160!120mm, 430g
- Option   Pink, Blue, Gray

Spinner Bowl: Cat Feeder Bowl 

• ‘Pet eco-friendly tableware’ with a tracking play method for active cats. The Spinner 
 Bowl maintains the proper angle for cats to enjoy a meal when the bowl is on the floor, 
 and is made of 100% Platinum Silicone, creating safe and healthy feeding practices. 
• 360° rotation with a 12-sided base ensures the product is appropriate for use in any 
 corner of the room!
 When placed on the ground, the bowl maintains a comfortable angle for feeding at 29°.
 Double protrusion prevents the feed from slipping, allowing for comfortable feeding.
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- Materials   PP
- Dimensions   280!230!3mm, 63.5g
- Option   White, Yellow, Green, Brown, Black

DINGLE-DANGLE Re-cup Kit 

- DINGLE-DANGLE Re-cup Kit. About 500 billion disposable cups are buried 
 worldwide every year – can’t we upcycle them?...... This thought led us to create an 
 upcycled product [Re-cup Kit] 
- Environmentally-friendly / Plant cultivation kit / ‘Re-cup Kit’

- Materials   TPE
- Dimensions   140!100!48mm, 35g
- Option   Yellow, Gray

The Comma: Grooming & Massage Glove for pets 

The Comma: Grooming & Massage Glove for pets
• Fingers and hands remain uncovered, to improve interaction with pets during massage 
 and grooming. 
• Fixed at 3-points (between fingers, thumb, back of the hand) for stable grooming & 
 massage, with minimal brush size and thickness, and improved grip and ease of use 
 through an ergonomic design. 
• 100% TPE (Thermo Plastic Elastomer) material prevents skin from being scratched or 
 fur from being pulled when combing, allowing for painless and pleasant grooming. 
- Innovative technology with 341 various protrusions and an assembly-type structure 
 design, to promote material conservation and recycling
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NOOGI
A posture correcting brand aimed at middle to high-
income customers who complain of pain due to cervical 
and spinal diseases or want to enjoy a healthy lifestyle. 
Our chairs reduce pain by creating an upright posture 
with a four-segment seat plate that moves forward, 
backward, left and right.

- Established in   2020
- CEO/Designer   Chanwook Park / Jinwoong Lee, Wanjoo Park
- Address
 A-212, Olimpic-ro 35gagil 10, Songpa-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (05510)
- E-mail   info@noogifurniture.com
- Website   www.noogifurniture.com
- Instagram   @noogi_global / @noogi.furniture
- Tel   +82 2 415 0368 / +82 10 6866 0275
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- Materials   Superior Hard Wood (North America)
- Dimensions   560!590!905mm
- Option   Walnut, Oak
- Caution   Be careful of bumping/Damage while moving. 
 Do not store in highly humid places.

Tritzoi_X

Tritzoi_X is an alternate version of Tritzoi with a more dynamic and compact design. 
Tritzoi is a luxury table chair or an object while Tritzoi_X is a practical chair that you 
can easily place anywhere. The most significant difference between the two models is 
their seat structure. You can visually understand how the seat divided into four sections 
is working when using Tritzoi_X, as it primarily moves backward and forwards.

- Materials   Superior Hard Wood (North America)
- Dimensions   560!590!905mm
- Option   Walnut, Oak
- Caution   Be careful of bumping/Damage while moving. 
 Do not store in highly humid places.

Tritzoi

Chanwook Park designed Tritzoi as a health-improving chair, not a simple chair for 
better lives. It embodies ‘Balance’; the body’s balance and the balance between functions 
and design. The seat is divided into four sections that can move in four ways to help you 
get used to having the right posture. The 3D curved seat frames offer extreme comfort, 
unlike existing wood chairs, and let you discover a whole new experience.
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NULLI NULLI
NULLI NULLI is a company that designs household 
items inspired by the Korean culture.

- Established in   2022
- CEO/Designer   KIM Dong-hyeok
- Address
 #6, 2F, 1086-50 Namhyeon-dong, 
 Gwanak-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (08807)
- E-mail   gdesign93@naver.com
- Tel   +82 10 6603 8837
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- Materials   Ceramic, Brass
- Dimensions   130!50!60mm
- Option   White & Gold

sejong 1446

Sejong 1446 is a scented interior décor item designed by Korean company 
NULLI NULLI. It diffuses scents as well as being an interior decor item 
featuring Hangeul (the Korean language) as a design motify.
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ONE+DESIGN
ONE+DESIGN aims to understand the nature of 
products and create products that are characterized 
by one or more values so that consumers can discover 
a new sense of joy and unique value in using our 
products. Founded in February 2016, we are a product 
design consulting company with a branch in China. 
We have successfully recruited key talent with expertise 
in various fields such as former Samsung Electronics 
product designers. Based on IT, mobile, and household 
appliance product design, we have developed a product 
design process (one+onestop) suitable for local Chinese 
companies, suggesting a design solution suitable for 
product design clients, and collaborating with Chinese 
manufacturers and distributors. We have launched 
O.IGO and are developing value-added products that 
can lead the global market.

- Established in   2016
- CEO/Designer   KIM Wan-sup
- Address
 94, Dongnam-ro 87-gil, Gangdong-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (05227) 
- E-mail   oneplus-design@naver.com
- Website   www.oneplusdesign.co.kr
- Tel   +82 2 3426 4321 / +82 10 9877 2312



- Materials   Silicone
- Dimensions   280!32!23mm
- Option   Toza Green, Bright Beige, Nicoll Blue

All in one Cradle

This all in one cradle is designed for comfortable use at low angles. Using three familiar 
angles in a typical keyboard environment at 6 degrees, 8 degrees and 10 degrees, discover 
more comfortable laptops and tablets positioning at low angles all with one rack. 
The cradle is easy to use and comes with stylus pen storage for laptops and tablets. 
The cradle structure is installable in 0.5 seconds. It is also convenient to carry and 
weighs just 123g. The product can even limit heat generation from laptop CPUs and 
battery drain. Made from 100% environment-friendly silicone material that can be 
recycled when discarded.
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- Materials   PC/ABS, Stainless Steel
- Dimensions   195!83!80mm
- Option   Cool White
- Caution   At a temperature below –30°C, the battery may be discharged.

2in1 Lint Remover

This 2in1 Lint Remover is a typical product that combines creative design with existing 
technology. At present, most hairball trimmers focus only on basic functionality and are 
generally overly traditional in appearance. We want to interpret the hair ball trimmer 
from another angle, so we remove the original complex structure, highlight the simple 
and luxurious vibe as much as possible, and use the handle space to add a hair sticker, 
without increasing its volume.



- Materials   Graphite, AL
- Dimensions   200!70!25mm
- Option   Dark Green, Red, Pink
- Caution   The pencil lead can break due to a strong impact.

Graphite Pen

The carbon core, which was completed using Zai’s own graphite compression technology, 
is a pencil-like use environment that can be used without sharpening pencils. Carbon cores 
made by compressing 200 graphite cores can be used to write more than 1 million letters. 
Each carbon core saves 200 wooden pencils, so you can write or draw to your heart’s 
content without destroying nature.
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RawBrown
We create new design furniture tailored to the lifestyle 
of consumers who enjoy expressing their unique tastes 
and individuality. Currently, we are focusing on making 
audio-related professional furniture for vinyl record 
players and turntables.

- Established in   2015
- CEO/Designer   CHO sungkwan
- Address
 B1, 23-10, Nonhyeon-ro 12-gil, Gangnam-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (06312) 
- E-mail   rawbrownn@gmail.com
- Website   www.rawbrown.com
- Instagram   @raw_brown_
- Tel   +82 10 7121 4013

- Materials   Solid Wood
- Dimensions   1,170!400!680mm
- Option   Walnut, White Oak

TS1 SIDEBOARD 

A sideboard for turntable and vinyl storage, TS1’s open compartments allow efficient 
and aesthetic display and storage of favorite vinyl albums. An inset groove at the top 
enables users to place their favorite album on display. The partitions with their thinning 
edges provide both visual aesthetics and functionality.
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- Materials   Ecoboard, HPL (CleanTouch), Steel
- Dimensions   970!383!665mm
- Option   Navy, Oyster, Moss, Burgundy

TS22 SIDEBOARD

A sideboard that combines black eco board with HPL (Clean Touch), TS22 is 
characterized by the contrasting black lining around the HPL color panels, which can 
be customized according to the user’s preference. Common to the TS series, the tapered 
edge partitions offer visual aesthetics as well as sensual functionality.

- Materials   White oak, Ecoboard, HPL (CleanTouch), Stainless Steel
- Dimensions   970!383!665mm
- Option   Navy, Oyster, Moss, Burgundy

SS22 SIDEBOARD

A sideboard that features a solid oak body with sliding doors made of HPL (Clean Touch), 
the warm oak tones against the muted color tones of HPL panels create a unique color 
and texture combination. Multiple color options are available for door panels.
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REVELOP
We are an eco-friendly design company that leads 
a pleasant eco-friendly lifestyle trend by providing 
differentiated green designs for the next generation.

- Established in   2011
- CEO/Designer   LEE Jun Seo / NA Gyeongmin, HAN Donggui
- Address
 6F, 74, Sinbanpo-ro 45-gil, Seocho-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (06527) 
- E-mail   revelopinfo@gmail.com
- Website   www.revelop.kr
- Tel   +82 70 7629 2104 / +82 10 6319 2104

- Materials   Recycled PP, BPA Free Silicone, ABS, CE, RoHS, FCC Certification
- Dimensions   40!39!136mm
- Option   Mint, Pink, Purple, Yellow, Ivory, Emerald / Custom Color

RECARON

Portable sterilizer for water bottles and baby bottles 
- When placed in a water bottle or baby bottle, the UV-C LED on the top and bottom 
 of the product sterilizes 99.9% of harmful bacteria 
- Easy to use anytime, anywhere thanks to its convenient carrying case 
- Small size and light weight, perfect for carrying around
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- Materials   PLA / Pakege: FSC Paper
- Dimensions   75!205mm, 490ml
- Option   Black, Red, Blue, Yellow, Gray, Pink / Custom Color
- Caution   For use at 70˚C or lower.
 Not dishwasher or microwave safe.

- Materials   BPA Free Silicone and Coffee Powder
- Dimensions   420!290!11.5mm
- Option   Dark Gray, Chocolate, Charcoal, Beige, Gray, 
 Sky Blue, Cream, Brown / Custom Color

PUBLIC CAPSULEREVELOP table mat

The public capsule is made from biodegradable corn plastic and is BPA Free. The upper 
opening is inclined at 45 degrees, making it convenient when drinking beverages or 
filling it up with water from a purifier. It features an adorable shape, based on a capsule 
pill motif. The transparent part at the bottom can be used as a cup. The parts are 
separated so that the product can be washed in sections. Vibrant colors can add color to 
your life and draw attention.

A silicone table with a utensil holder, the REVELOP table mat protects you from 
unseen germs for safer eating. Created from PA-free material, it is dishwasher safe and 
microwavable. No separate utensil holder is required. There is a 10-degree slant on the 
corners of the table mat, preventing liquids from spilling over as well as making the 
retrieval process easier after using the mat. The cream and brown colors are made from 
eco-friendly materials such as silicone and coffee powder.
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rhetoric
Rhetoric is a design group that promotes the spirit 
of “aesthetics and creativity in everyday life”, with 
a highdegree of environmental sensitivity and the 
realization of self-efficacy on various platforms, such as 
eco-friendly design research, films, and websites.

- Established in   2021
- CEO/Designer  YANG Sohwa
- Address
 25-11, Seongji-gil, Mapo-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04071) 
- E-mail   rhetoricseoul@naver.com
- Website   www.rhetoric.co.kr
- Instagram   @rhetoric_seoul
- Tel   +82 10 4905 6056 

- Materials   PLA Bioplastics
- Dimensions   140!140!66mm
- Option   Red, Blue, White
- Caution   Non-Microwaveable over 30 seconds

rhetoric lunch box

This lunch box is designed with modular functionality and minimalistic aesthetics in 
the form of a traditional Korean lunch box called a ‘Chan Hap,’ inspired by the ‘round 
circle’, the most basic shape for storing food. It delivers core aesthetics that transcend 
the times, a simple design, and the infinite possibilities of healthy food. This lunch box 
is made of corn PLA-based bioplastic to help resolve long-standing concerns about what 
we really need when storing food and what we can ‘remove’ for the environment.
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- Materials   Corn Vegan Leather (OEKO-TEX Eco-Friendly Certified Fiber)
- Dimensions   470!25!2mm
- Option   Navy, Black, Yellow

- Materials   PET Bottle Recycling, Recycled Fiber (GRS Eco-Friendly Certified Fiber)
- Dimensions   600!600!2mm
- Option   6 Type
- Caution   Wash with neutral detergent.

rhetoric vegan straprhetoric wrapping fabric

A vegan strap made by harvesting and processing corn, a natural resource, is connected 
to the wrapping fabric containing the lunch box to make carrying the lunch box kit 
more convenient. This vegan strap is durable and made of vegan leather certified by 
OEKO-TEX, an international textile eco-friendly certification, so you can use it with 
confidence.

Inspired by the Korean traditional ‘Jogakbo’, this wrapping fabric features a sensuous 
pattern with a basic square shape, but also resembles a futuristic movement that flexibly 
wraps large and small objects as well as round- and square-shaped objects. After use, the 
product returns to being flat. The beautiful and lively color not seen everyday draws 
attention and completes a beautiful dining scene. 
The fabric folds compactly to wrap a light lunch box, acts as a table mat, stores fruits 
and vegetables, spreads out for a picnic, or can be used as a scarf. The material used is 
recycled PET bottle fabric, a GRS eco-friendly certified fiber, and is waterproof.
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sorosi
Sorosi is an original Korean word, which means a form 
that remains intact, untouched and unmodified in any 
way. The brand ‘sorosi’ makes products with a modern 
reinterpretation of Hangeul for a contemporary 
audience. Our designs utilize stylized elements from 
the 14 consonants of Hangeul to create intricate yet 
balanced patterns that draw on Korean heritage and 
tradition.

- Established in   2016
- CEO/Designer  KIM Sunyoung
- Address
 53, Neungdong-ro 32-gil, Gwangjin-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04986)
- E-mail   studiosorosi@gmail.com
- Website   www.sorosi.co.kr
- Facebook   sorosiliving
- Instagram   @sorosi_living
- Tel   +82 10 7106 9190

- Materials   Ceramic
- Dimensions   100!100!220mm
- Option   White
- Caution   Microwavable and dishwasher-safe, but keep away from direct fire.

Hangeul Pattern Octagonal Vase_Large 

Inspired by the octagonal porcelain bottle of the Joseon Dynasty, Sorosi’s new series of 
slender-necked vases utilize a simple, delicate aesthetic. Decorated with Hangeul patterns 
referencing Korean history and culture, the placing of blue letter forms across a white 
surface adds a stylized element to the design. Produced in different sizes, the surface 
patterns reflect the scale of the pieces. These calm, minimal vases will bring a sense of 
peace and harmony to your home.
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balanced patterns that draw on Korean heritage and 
tradition.

- Established in   2016
- CEO/Designer  KIM Sunyoung
- Address
 53, Neungdong-ro 32-gil, Gwangjin-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04986)
- E-mail   studiosorosi@gmail.com
- Website   www.sorosi.co.kr
- Facebook   sorosiliving
- Instagram   @sorosi_living
- Tel   +82 10 7106 9190

- Materials   Ceramic
- Dimensions   100!100!220mm
- Option   White
- Caution   Microwavable and dishwasher-safe, but keep away from direct fire.

Hangeul Pattern Octagonal Vase_Large 

Inspired by the octagonal porcelain bottle of the Joseon Dynasty, Sorosi’s new series of 
slender-necked vases utilize a simple, delicate aesthetic. Decorated with Hangeul patterns 
referencing Korean history and culture, the placing of blue letter forms across a white 
surface adds a stylized element to the design. Produced in different sizes, the surface 
patterns reflect the scale of the pieces. These calm, minimal vases will bring a sense of 
peace and harmony to your home.
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- Materials   Ceramic
- Dimensions   80!80!65mm
- Option   White
- Caution   Microwavable and dishwasher-safe, 
 but keep away from direct fire.

- Materials   Ceramic
- Dimensions   80!80!90mm
- Option   White
- Caution   Microwavable and dishwasher-safe, 
 but keep away from direct fire.

Hangeul Pattern Round Tea Cup Hangeul Pattern Tea Pot_Blue Top 

A porcelain tea cup decorated with Hangeul in the form of Korean consonants. A basic 
and simple shape in the form of a daily tea cup that makes it easy to enjoy a variety of 
teas and desserts.

Discover a teapot decorated with Hangeul in the form of Korean consonants. The harmony 
of a blue glazed teapot top and blue Hangeul pattern is unique. A basic and simple shape 
in the form of a daily teapot that makes it easy to create your very own café at home.
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SPACE TAILOR
SPACE TAILOR is a design brand that offers interior 
pattern designs for printing and signage companies 
interested in expanding their range of services to the 
attractive ‘printerior’ (printing + interior) market. 
If you work for a printing or signage company, we invite 
you to learn more about our offer.

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer  PARK Sungho / SEO Bokyeong
- Address
 404 Changup Center, Gwangmyeongro 377, 
 Jungwongu, Seongnamsi, Gyeonggido, 
 Republic of Korea (13717)
- E-mail   parker@sipos.kr
- Website   www.spacetailor.net
- Instagram   @spacetailor_global
- Tel   +82 2 2135 3541 / +82 10 2468 3541
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- Materials   Polyester Fabric
- Dimensions   1,370mm!30m
- Option   White, Rose Grey, Stone Grey, Black 

VEILISH plain color

Windows dressed up. Veilish is a self-adhesive semi-transparent fabric film that is an 
alternative to commonly used privacy films. It can be used as a window covering, signage 
material, and more. The adhesive is similar to what is used on memo notes, so Veilish 
is easy to install and remove. Unlike other films that require water-based installation, 
Veilish attaches to any smooth surface just like a sticker. 
- Premium alternative to PVC films 
- No harmful substances 
- Natural surface 
- No shrinkage



- Materials   Polyester Fabric
- Dimensions   900mm!3m / 450mm!3m

VEILISH design

The time has come for printerior (print + interior) window films. SPACE TAILOR 
offers high-quality patterns created with hand-drawn designs by professional artists 
with experience in the printerior design field. Those patterns can be directly printed 
with solvent, latex, and UV inks on fabric films like Veilish. The collection of available 
patterns is wide and new ones are continually added to the base, so there is no issue with 
matching designs to what the customer wants. Companies with digital printing systems 
can print those patterns and create unique printerior elements. With the help of SPACE 
TAILOR, businesses offering window and privacy film installations now have a chance 
to expand their range of services to the attractive printerior market.
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SPEXTRUM
Gifting small resonance and richness to people’s hearts. 
SPEXTRUM is a company of creators who work to 
turn creative ideas into reality. We accept such concepts 
more naturally, which allows us to discover the essence 
of life and become wise consumers.

- Established in   2015
- CEO/Designer   WANG TSUNHO
- Address
 37, Toegye-ro, 20-gil, Jung-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04629) 
- E-mail   hello@spextrum.net / skkim@spextrum.net / md@spextrum.net
- Website   www.spextrum.net
- Instagram   @spextrum_global
- Tel   +82 2 777 5660 / +82 10 9148 7734 

- Materials   ABS, PET, Metal
- Dimensions   255!135!78mm
- Option   Pink, Yellow Orange, Mint, Purple, Light Green, Chunaeng, Sweet, Marie Antoinette
- Caution   There is a weight inside the product, preventing it from falling over when tissue is pulled out. 
 If the product is thrown or broken, the inner plastic may break.

Tissue Up Girl

‘Flapper tissue’ added the suggestion of a woman’s skirt waving in the wind softly to 
normal tissues to provide the sensation of undressing a woman every time someone 
pulls a tissue out of the box. This will trigger your imagination of pulling her skirt and 
pique your joy and interest. Also, this unique vertical design gives easier access when 
there are only a few tissues left in the box, thereby making the interior design more 
efficient and usable.
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- Materials   ABS
- Dimensions   Hexagon L: 142!142!85mm, S: 142!142!43mm / 
 Round L: 202!110!100mm, S: 202!110!53mm
- Option   Cream, Baby Pink, Light Grey, Bright White, Midnight Black, Lemon Yellow

- Materials   Paper, PS
- Dimensions   120!220!60mm
- Option   Companion, Gold, Cat, Museum, Character
- Caution   Instructions must be explained as there is a plastic vase inside.

Frame_Hexagon, RoundFlip Vase

The criteria for different organization for each individual. While some people discern 
stability in extreme alignment and pursue perfect organization, others prefer a minimal 
arrangement that allows them to create their own free rules in disorder. There is no 
correct answer. Nevertheless, the frame produces the maximum effect in the minimum 
amount of space. Find a way to organize your lifestyle with your own ‘Frame.’

This paper flower vase that you can flip will create a different vibe every day with 
different flowers. As there are many different flowers, there should be different flower 
vases appropriate for each flower type. Fancy flowers need a subtle vase that brightens 
them up, and delicate flowers need a fancy vase that enhances their beauty.
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SnapSys / VoK
Innovation is our foundation. We combine design, 
engineering, and science to better understand the 
materials we work with, what we can do with them, 
and increase our chances of advancing the industry 
as a whole.

- Established in   2019
- CEO/Designer   JANG Eun Ju / HAN Sang Hyuk
- Address
 C806, 357, Guseong-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, 
 Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (16914)
- E-mail   shan@hanilprimus.com
- Website 1   www.vokone.com
- Website 2   www.linkedin.com/in/shan-han-900438194
- Tel   + 82 10 3292 7181
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SnapSys

- Materials   Aluminum, Stainless Steel
- Dimensions   300!150!15mm
- Option   Anodized color variation.
- Caution   No cooking surface and do not fold it back

SnapSys is a customized folding plate that comes in various colors. Design a personal 
plate for indoor and outdoor use. The plate comes with various materials, such as 
stainless steel, aluminum, and 3D print materials. With its thin width, it can be carried 
anywhere for use and stacked.



VoK

- Materials   Aluminum, Stainless Steel, Titanium, Mild Steel
- Dimensions   280!280!70mm
- Option   Various 3D materials
- Caution   Customizing unit

VoK is a dynamic and innovative cookware inspiring the next generation of home 
chefs and providing the ultimate cooking experience. Comes with a fully customizable 
culinary system for indoor or outdoor use. Enjoy endless combinations of flavors and 
cooking styles, including a slow cooker. VoK transforms the cooking experience for all 
skill levels. 
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Studio when
Studio when conducts experiments upon a medium 
‘Clock’ under the consistent theme of the intangible 
element ‘time.’ To escape the typical ways of reading time 
using scales and numbers, we redefine the meaning of 
time and timepieces, while pursuing “timepiece projects.”

- Established in   2020
- CEO/Designer   KIM Wonyoung, BAE Minkyoung
- Address
 Co-Station 4F when, 19, Sinchon-ro 2-gil, 
 Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (04051) 
- E-mail   contact@studio-when.com
- Website   www.studio-when.com
- Instagram   @studio_when 
- Tel   +82 10 6688 7858
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- Materials   CLC (USDA Certified Bio-based Plastic)
- Dimensions   157!157!110mm
- Option   Cream White, Black, Gradient
- caution
 DO NOT touch the hour hand. Please rotate the crown at the bottom of the clock to set the time.

 Keep the product away from water, direct sunlight and high temperature.

 DO NOT open, repair, or alter the product arbitrarily.

ghost clock

Ghost clock represents the idea of time by utilizing the contrast of light and shadow, 
which is cast over twelve wavy surfaces. Metaphoric for the clock as a medium that 
reveals the invisible concept of time, as if ghosts are only visible when covered with a 
fine cloth. Ghost clock is a contemporary timepiece that depicts the supple identity 
of a wall clock and a table clock according to space and gaze. When hung on a wall, 
the perception of the hour hand becomes apparent and the clock reveals the current 
time. However, when it is placed on a flat surface, the tip of the cone faces upward and 
becomes a kinetic interior object that duly forms the shape of a cone.



- Materials   Jesmonite, Recycled PLA Filament, Recycled Paper, Post Processing Art Materials
- Dimensions   Max. 250!250!250mm
- Option   no. 00029~ 00048 (20EA)
- caution
 DO NOT touch the clock hands. Please rotate the crown at the bottom of the clock to set the time.

 Keep the product away from water, direct sunlight and high temperature.

 DO NOT open, repair, or alter the product arbitrarily.

50000 clock project

The 50000 clock project is literally a project which started with the joke, “Let’s create 
50000 clocks!”. Each of the pieces is a one-in-a-million object and handcrafted by daily 
experiments based on form and material research. Materials used for the “50000 clock 
project” consist of recycled PLA filament, jesmonite, recycled paper, and post-processing 
art materials.
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SUM KOREA (PAPERUS)
As an integrated branding solution agency from South 
Korea, SUM KOREA offers services ranging from 
design to spatial planning, goods, marketing, and more. 
Clients include Samsung, Hyundai, L’occitane, and 
PUBG, among others. SUM KOREA’s newly launched 
sustainable lifestyle brand ‘PAPERUS’ was born from 
its many years of ESG experience.

- Established in   2007
- CEO/Designer   BAIK Jihee / LEE Byoungbai, KIM Duckyoun, AN Boram, 
  KO Yumi, SHIN Joonoh, KIM Hakkwon, KIM Heeeun, LIM Hyungsoo
- Address
 24, Yanghwa-ro 8-gil, Mapo-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04044) 
- E-mail   hkkim@sumseoul.co.kr
- Website   www.sumseoul.co.kr / www.paperus.kr
- Instagram   @paperus.official
- Tel   +82 2 3143 6410 / +82 10 5858 3878

- Materials   Corrugated Cardboard
- Dimensions   530!260!90mm
- Option   Coral, Sky Blue, Yellow, Dark Blue, Seoul Edition

PAPERUS Stand Eco

An eco-friendly monitor stand that can be easily assembled by hand without the use of 
screws or adhesives. The stand can withstand weights up to 30kg and is designed to help 
improve posture, all while offering an array of storage space. The many-colored covers 
(separately sold) and collaboration projects with different brands and artists give you the 
option to customize your monitor stand and decorate your desk space. Winner of the 
2021 Good Design Korea and 2022 iF Design Awards.
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- Materials   Corrugated Cardboard
- Dimensions   Tree: 590!590!1,350mm / Trophy: 320!210!500mm

PAPERUS X-mas Tree & Hunting Trophy Set

Discover a paper Christmas tree and hunting trophy set you can build with your kids. 
Between the one-time use of real trees and their plastic alternatives, the holiday season 
is notorious for its negative environmental impact. This product is made of sustainable 
paper, is easily recycled, and biodegradable. With a puzzle-like design, it can be put 
together easily by hand without the use of screws or harmful adhesives, making it both 
eco-friendly and educational. The X-mas Tree and Hunting Trophy are unique interior 
objects that make special times with special people even more memorable.

- Materials   Corrugated Cardboard
- Dimensions   150!230!150mm

PAPERUS Bookstay Eco

Just put down your book and go. The Bookstay Eco saves your place without a bookmark, 
while offering pull-out storage space for reading necessities like glasses or pens. The triangle-
shaped design protects the book spine from damage or strain and turns your favorite book 
into a new interior decoration object. This eco-friendly product is made entirely from 
sustainable paper material and its puzzle-like assembly process helps train your brain.
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TESSI

- Established in   2017
- CEO/Designer   JEON Sehjin
- Address
 34, Changdeokgung 1-gil, Jongno-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (03057)
- E-mail   sehjinoo@naver.com
- Website   www.tessi.co.kr
- Instagram   @tessishop 
- Tel   +82 10 3768 6469

14K Gold Hangeul L Pendant+S Necklace

TESSI is a jewelry brand that designs and manufactures 
jewelry based on Hangeul motifs. We introduce unique 
and simple jewelry made of silver, gold, and various 
gemstones. 

- Materials   14K Gold
- Dimensions   L Pendant: 3!3!15mm / S Pendant 3!3!10mm / Chain: 400mm
- Option   ړږڙڛڣڤڧکڪڬڭڮگڰ

This product is made entirely of 14K gold. 14 Hangeul consonants are molded into 
L pendants and S pendants. This necklace combines two Hangeul letters into an L 
pendant and S pendant.
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Tiny Hangeul Charm NecklaceSilver Hangeul L Pendant+L Pendant Necklace

This product is made entirely of sterling silver. This necklace is a combination of 2 
Hangeul consonants out of an L pendant of 14 Hangeul consonants made of silver. 

A necklace made of small cube-shaped charms inspired by the 14 consonants of Hangeul.

- Materials   Sterling Silver
- Dimensions   L Pendant: 4!4!23mm / Chain: 420mm
- Option   ړږڙڛڣڤڧکڪڬڭڮگڰ

- Materials   Sterling Silver, Plate
- Dimensions   4.5!4.5mm / Chain: 400mm
- Option   ړږڙڛڣڤڧکڪڬڭڮگڰ
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the Little Cat
The Little Cat is a Korean start-up that manufactures 
smart healthcare devices for pets.

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer   KIM Daeyong
- Address
 7F-C, 175, Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (06247)
- E-mail   thelittlecat@thelittlecat.kr
- Website   www.thelittlecat.kr
- Instagram   @thelittlecat_kr 
- Tel   +82 70 4250 2916



- Materials   ABS Plastic
- Dimensions   1,230!1,300!310mm, 21,000g
- Option   White

B612 Cat Planet (Smart Cat Wheel) 

Discover a cat exercise wheel specially designed to function as a cat healthcare management 
program with a detailed database for records and transmission of exercise data.
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- Materials   Bentonite, Bead (Corn starch+Potato starch)
- Dimensions   200!300!100mm, 6,000g
- Caution   Beads in the sand may change color if kept in direct 
 sunlight or in high temperatures and high humidity.

MEDISAND (Health Check Cat Litter) 

More than just cat litter, our technology introduced pet health checks via diagnostic 
beads. It detects a cat’s kidney health by changing colors based on urine samples.



- Materials   ABS Plastic
- Dimensions   520!520!200mm, 3,000g
- Option   White

INPET (Cat Body Composition Monitor) 

You can measure a total of eight types of cat body composition data through the device. 
Based on the resulting measurement data, the monitor provides a cat health management 
solution through a mobile app.
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UBO Fun & Learn 
A board game company established in 2011 by game 
developers and education experts. We aim to create 
games that players can enjoy regardless of age or 
experience, easily learn and play right away, and interact 
with each players through diverse channels. We have 
been working with German company Heidelbear since 
2020 to introduce various European games to Korea, 
while also introducing outstanding Korean games to the 
European market.

- Established in   2013
- CEO/Designer   HA Gyuengmi / SHIN Dingmin
- Address
 #627, 140, Suyeonggangbyeon-daero, 
 Haeundae-gu, Busan, Republic of Korea (48058) 
- E-mail   funandlearn@naver.com
- Website   www.heidelbear.kr
- Instagram   @heidelbear_korea
- Tel   +82 10 6252 5661
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- Materials   Paper, Acrylic, Wood
- Dimensions   280!280!60mm
- Option   Beige
- Caution   Children under 3 years old cannot use it.
 The game includes small accessories.

Geul Moi - Letter Piece

Geul Moi - Letter Piece is a Korean board game that utilizes the unique characteristics 
of Hangeul. Players can easily learn how to put words together with Korean letters. It is 
designed so that even non-Korean speakers can enjoy writing out their own language in 
Hangeul by taking full advantage of Hangeul’s unique ability to write most sounds. 
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welle
‘Welle’ means ‘water ripples’ and ‘wave’ in German. 
The Welle brand was created with the intent of increasing 
the total amount of happiness people enjoy when they 
use our products. While studying the changing lifestyles 
of people, we think of lifestyle products as objects that 
will occupy space in our lives.

- Established in   2017
- CEO/Designer   CHOI, Jongmin / JEONG, Kyunghee
- Address
 #1602, 49, Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (04790)
- E-mail   info@wellehaus.com
- Website   www.wellehaus.com
- Instagram   @welle_korea 
- Tel   +82 2 573 8986 / +82 10 9239 0252
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- Materials   Enclosure: ABS, PC / Grill: 90% New Wool Worsted, 10% Nylon
- Dimensions   Product: 150!150!215.2mm, 660g / Package: 156!153!258.4mm, 960g
- Option   Moonlight Yellow, Brick Red, Forest Green, Modern Gray
- Caution   Please use the 5V 1A or 5V 2A charging adapter to charge the device.

Mood Light Speaker W201T

With a modern color scheme, minimalistic design, excellent sound, soft lamp function, 
and made of Danish premium Kvadrat textiles, this mood light speaker is perfect as an 
interior Objet d’art. With a built-in battery, you can enjoy music and mood lighting 
wirelessly anywhere.

- Materials   PC-ABS Flame Retardant V0
- Dimensions   Product: 185!185!106mm, 800g / Package: 220!220!145mm, 1,120g
- Option   Starlight White, Brick Red, Forest Green, Dawn Black
- Caution   Do not let the product come into contact with water.

Design Power Strip PLUG5 

Highlighting its minimalistic design in the form of an Objet d’art, this power strip offers 
four modern colors, USB-PD charging, a mounting hole, and a cover while featuring a 
round shape that is distinct from existing products.
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WellsCare
We are a healthcare solutions company that uses 
photobiomodulation* rehabilitation technology for 
degenerative disease treatment and management.

* Any of several therapeutic techniques that employ low-level 
 laser or LED light to relieve pain or to heal wounds.

- Established in   2018
- CEO/Designer   LEE Sungwon / WellsCare Design Team
- Address
 507, Gwanggyo-ro 107, Yeongtong-gu, 
 Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (16229)
- E-mail   swlee@wellscare.kr
- Website   www.wellscare.net
- Instagram   @wellscare.us / @wellscare_official 
- Tel   +82 31 251 0601 / +82 10 7224 2034
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- Materials   ABS
- Dimensions   86.36!152.4!25.4mm, 215g
- Option   White
- Caution   Do not allow direct or indirect exposure to the eyes.

IASO-Ultra

IASO-Ultra is a wearable personal at-home therapy device with enhanced cold laser 
therapy technology designed to allow people to safely and effectively enjoy at-home 
treatments. Designed to make lower back pain treatment possible through stronger light 
therapy, individuals can undergo at-home cold laser treatment by using the special band 
on areas of pain or discomfort.

- Materials   ABS
- Dimensions   48!48!12mm, 28g
- Option   White
- Caution   Do not allow direct or indirect exposure to the eyes.

IASO

IASO is a personal wearable self-therapy device designed so that people can use cold 
laser rehabilitation treatment technology safely and effectively at home. With a coin-
sized pain-relieving patch design, individuals can undergo cold laser treatment with our 
products by attaching or placing the adhesive patch or band on a small joint area, or on 
areas of pain or discomfort.
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YouWouldLoveThis
YouWouldLoveThis is a brand that makes a variety of 
products that you will fall in love with. Our slogan is 
“No doubt you would like this” and “You’ll definitely 
like this”. This project is collaboration with HANTIN, 
a cultural product brand that uses its namesake 
experimental typeface system that combines Hangeul 
and the Latin alphabet.

- Established in   2019
- CEO/Designer   CHUNG Da-E / CHUNG Soe
- Address
 10F, 14, Teheran-ro 81-gil, Gangnam-gu, 
 Seoul, Republic of Korea (06168) 
- E-mail   youwouldlovethis@naver.com
- Website   www.youwouldlovethis.kr
- Instagram   @youwouldlovethis.kr
- Tel   +82 2 3446 7000 / +82 10 8781 3664 
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- Materials   Cotton
- Dimensions  Table Napkin: 450!450mm
- Option   Table Napkin: Love line, Pattern from letters 1, Dasoda, Pattern from letters 2

HANTIN Table Mat & Coaster

A design inspired by the geometric shapes in Korean fonts and HANTIN - a hybrid 
typeface system that combines Korean and the Latin alphabet based on sound. 
The tableware series consists of a table mat and a coaster that reveal patterns inspired by 
the shape of Hangeul and Korean consonants as well as Hangeul’s 3D syllable structure 
(writing consonants and vowels together).

- Materials   Cotton
- Dimensions   Table Napkin: 450!450mm
- Option   Table Napkin: Heart forest, FOL (full of love), Sarangobda, Love line

Sarangobda Table Mat & Coaster

A tableware series designed based on the love and heart-based theme of 
YouWouldLoveThis, it was inspired by love for the people and the spirit of patriotism 
of the inventor of Hangeul - King Sejong. A table mat made with love and heart 
motifs, as well as the HANTIN typeface, which is a combination of Korean and the 
Latin alphabet expressing the Korean word for love and the word “sarangobda” (when 
an appearance and or actions are so adorable that they inspire feelings of love).
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PLANNING 

Korea Institute of Design Promotion

Global Expansion Division 
 Head  SONG Jeongman
 Researcher  HWANG Hyoyeon 
 Researcher  KIM Goeun 
Business Promotion Division
 Head  KIM Beomtai 
 Team Manager  LEE Sangmin 
 Manager  LEE Sookang

EXHIBITION OPERATION

NEX DESIGN PLANNING
TRADE SUPPORT

Wiz-IN Corporation
GRAPHIC DESIGN

zisangegi

CONTACT

Korea Institute of Design Promotion
322, Yanghyeon-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (13496)
E. global@kidp.or.kr 
T. +82 31-780-2157, 2161
eng.kidp.or.kr

08-12 SEPT. 2022
PARIS NORD VILLEPINTE
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